
REVEALED: Shocking Truth About The Fatal
Technology Flaw That Could Bring America’s

Wireless Network To Its Knees And The $5 Stock
That Could Be The Biggest Tech Opportunity Of All

Time.

Dear Reader,

You’ve probably heard that 5G—the next generation wireless technology—
has the potential to be a bigger leap for mankind than even the Internet
itself.

5G will impact every human on the planet… in ways we can’t yet fully imagine
or appreciate.

The Washington Post refers to 5G as:

The Mayor of Sacramento, California, where a 5G trial launched in early 2019,
shared:



And Qualcomm Senior Director Rasmus Hellberg recently said this about 5G:

Think back to the early 1990s… before you’d ever seen a web browser.

At that time, no one could have imagined companies like Amazon, Google, or
Netflix would ever be created…

Let alone become some of the largest and most well-known companies in the
world.

Those businesses simply could not exist until the Internet was available.

We’re in a very similar situation today with 5G.

Except 5G will make the Internet look like a child’s toy.

You need to think in these terms…



And the profits you see as an early 5G
investor could be 1,000 times greater
than they were for any Internet-era
company.

5G will allow self-driving cars to
communicate with one another in real
time… reducing traffic jams and making
collisions and other traffic accidents a
thing of the past.

It will allow expert surgeons to operate
on patients thousands of miles away by
giving them precision control over high-
tech robotic arms.

And 5G will make the Internet of Things a
reality… allowing every thermostat,
appliance, and piece of clothing in your
home to communicate, synchronize, and
optimize your family’s comfort, health,
and safety.

5G will add $3.5 trillion to the U.S.
economy… that’s more than the annual GDP of the United Kingdom.

And experts predict it will add as much as $12.3 trillion to the global economy
over the next fifteen years.

It will create up to 22 million American jobs… more than the entire
combined populations of Ireland, Norway, Finland, and Denmark.

It will start new industries, businesses, and products we haven’t even
dreamed of yet.



The impact 5G will have on the world will be every bit as transformational as
the combustion engine, the light bulb, the personal computer, and the
Internet.

Maybe even all those inventions combined.

But before any of that can happen…

There’s a devastating 5G technology flaw the telecom industry needs to
overcome.

In just a minute, I’ll give you all the details of this shocking flaw.

I’ll also tell you about the company I’ve uncovered that has single-handedly
developed the solution.

When regular investors discover the information I’m going to share with you
today… the company with the $5 stock price and trillion-dollar solution…

They’ll start loading up on shares faster than a Porsche on the Autobahn.

Which means, if you follow my simple instructions today, you could quickly
find yourself sitting on $117,385… $234,770… or even as much as $469,540…
depending on how much you invest.

I know that sounds incredible.

So let me put the numbers into perspective.

To understand what’s at stake here… it helps to look back at 5G’s less-
impressive older brother.

The Last Wireless Rollout Turned
Everyday Investors Into Millionaires

4G… or 4th Generation technology… came online starting in early 2009.

It was the first wireless generation to put high-speed Internet access in the
palm of your hand.

It’s no surprise demand for new “smartphones” went through the roof during
this period.



Since the start of the 4G rollout in 2009, Samsung—makers of the Galaxy line
of smartphones—has popped 526%.

And iPhone maker Apple Inc. has skyrocketed over 1,666%.

Not surprisingly, manufacturers of the semiconductor components required
to build smartphones also saw incredible gains.

Skyworks Solutions—makers of mobile Radio Frequency chips—is up 1,881%
since early 2009…



Chipmaker Qorvo (QRVO) is up 2,130%…

And companies specializing in 4G cellular antennas and real estate leasing
also went along for the ride.

Tower operator SBA Communications shot up 1,305%.



Of course, these quadruple-digit gains are exceptional and there’s no way I
can guarantee you’ll see similar results. After all, there are risks with every
investment.

But if you’d invested as little as $5,000 in each of Samsung, Apple, Skyworks,
CEVA, Qorvo, and SBA in early 2009, today you’d be sitting on a little over
$400,400.

Think about how that kind of money could change your life.

You could pay off your mortgage in cash…



Take a first-class world tour vacation…

Or put your grandkids through college.

And as amazing as these 4G windfall profits are, they’re nothing compared
to the opportunities 5G will offer.

I expect the $5 stock I’ve uncovered to dwarf them all.

In just a moment, I’ll give you all the details on this company and how its
technology is mission critical to the success of the 5G rollout… here in
America and across the entire world.

But first, let me introduce myself…

I’m Dr. Stephen Leeb
You may recognize me from my appearances on NPR, Fox News, CNN, and
Bloomberg…

Mentions of my work in USA TODAY, Business Week, The Wall Street Journal,
and The New York Times…

Or from one of my eight best-selling books… including The Oil Factor, The
Coming Economic Collapse, and Red Alert.



For over three decades, I’ve been following,
researching, and predicting large-scale
economic trends.

And I’ve done it with pinpoint accuracy
countless times.

I predicted the Dot Com Bubble of 2000…

Oil breaking $100 a barrel in 2007…



The 2009 stock market rebound…

And gold breaking $1,500 an ounce in 2011…



My most recent book “Red Alert” contains a foreword by billionaire investor
Tom Kaplan who wrote the following:

I don’t share any of this to brag.

I share it because I have a 20-year track record for identifying massive market
moves before they happen, and because…

Everyday investors who’ve followed my work have had opportunities to make
life-changing fortunes… not just once or twice, but dozens of times over the
past two decades.



And I’m not exaggerating when I say 5G could be the most important
development in our lifetime.

It will impact us all on a global level in ways no other technology ever has…

Communications, health care, transportation, national security,
entertainment, banking and investing, energy, manufacturing, and beyond…

5G’s reach will be virtually limitless.

Make no mistake… the coming changes will turn some average investors into
multi-millionaires.

And I’d like you to be one of them.

So if you’re serious about taking control of your financial future, you’ll want to
pay very close attention to what I’m about to share.

5G’s Devastating Flaw
If you’re like most Americans, you’ve gotten used to picking up your
smartphone to make a phone call, send a text message, or check email and
having it…

Just work.

So it would be perfectly reasonable for you to expect the latest, greatest 5G
phones to be at least as reliable as today’s phones.

That’s where this story takes a startling turn.

Now, I won’t get too deep into the science behind wireless communications
but…

All cellular devices send and receive data using what are called Radio
Frequency waves.

The current standard… 4G… uses a slice of the Radio Frequency spectrum
below 6 Gigahertz.

RF waves in this range are strong…



A single 4G antenna can send a cellular signal up to 22 miles.

It’s the main reason the phone in your pocket today gets good reception
most of the time.

And because they’re strong, 4G signals can easily reach your smartphone
whether you’re sitting in the basement of your home, behind a desk in an
office building, sipping an Americano in a coffee shop, or driving across town
in your car.

One of 5G’s greatest features is that it can send and receive data at speeds
up to 100 times faster than 4G.

5G can do this because it’s using a higher and faster range of the Radio
Frequency spectrum… between 30 and 300 Gigahertz.

Because they have a very small wavelength, signals in this range are called
“millimeter waves” or mmWaves.

But compared to 4G signals, mmWaves are 90-pound weaklings.

A brand-new, high-speed, high capacity 5G antenna can only transmit a
wireless signal just a little over 500 yards.

Plus, if there’s an obstacle like a wall, a car, or even the leaves of a tree sitting
between the antenna and your phone… no 5G for you.

And if that weren’t bad enough, 5G mmWaves can be scrambled by rain,
snow, sleet… and even heavy fog.

Imagine not being able to make a phone call because it’s raining outside.



None of this makes 5G sound like the “Greatest Technology of all Time,” does
it?

And that’s why so few investors know the details of the tiny $5 stock I’m going
to detail for you now…

Or how it could deliver gains of up to 2,247% in the coming months…

Allowing you to turn $5,000 into $117,385…

$10,000 into $234,770…

Or $50,000 into a staggering $1.17 million.

Details Of The 5G Solution
The $5 “5G Savior” plans to solve the 5G Flaw in two very different ways.

Fix #1: The Brute Force Approach

If a 5G signal can only travel a few hundred yards from the nearest cell tower
antenna, the surest way to increase its reach is… you guessed it…

Install more antennas.

Remember, a 4G antenna can transmit a cellular signal up to 22 miles in all
directions.



For 5G to offer similar coverage, a network of “repeater” or “small cell”
antennas needs to be installed every 1,000 feet or so.

And the antennas need to communicate with one another and eventually
back to a central base station.

A recent study found there are over 323,000 cellular towers in the United
States today.



It’s safe to assume almost all of these are 4G towers with a signal reach of 22
miles.

For 5G to offer the same level of signal strength and reliability, cellular
carriers may need to install up to 50 times more antennas than are
currently in use.

That means within the next five years, we could see as many as 16 million 5G
antennas installed… just in the United States.

Before long, there’s a good chance
you’ll see one of these little black
cylinders on lamp posts, utility poles,
and building rooftops on every block
in the country…

Several years ago, the $5 company
figured out there’d be huge demand
for 5G antennas.

So they invested heavily in designing
and building some of the best,
cutting-edge antennas in the world.

In just a minute, I’ll explain why I
believe the $5 company will be hired
to supply a major percentage of
America’s 16 million new 5G
antennas.

And because the company does
business in more than 130 countries
around the world, the total number of antennas they sell over the next five
years could easily be well into the hundreds of millions…

Potentially generating tens if not hundreds of billions in new revenue.

That kind of money can push even the smallest company’s stock prices
through the roof.

This is why it’s absolutely critical that you load up on shares as soon as
possible.



Once you start hearing this company’s name on the evening news…

It will be too late.

Some other investor will be pocketing the gains that should have been yours.

So read on to ensure that doesn’t happen.

Fix #2: The High-Tech Solution

As you’ve seen, the brute force approach involves selling large quantities of a
product that customers can’t exist without.

Over the years, that approach has turned tiny one-room companies into
billion-dollar titans of industry.

Think of Rockefeller’s Standard Oil…

Jobs’ and Wozniak’s Apple…

Or Gates’ Microsoft.

Brute force is a formula that worked 100 years ago. And it will work 100 years
from now.

But this $5 company didn’t stop at brute force. They’re smarter than that.

You see, they figured out that with 50 times more antennas, 5G signals would
collide and interfere with one another like a room full of feral cats…
scrambling signals and making a mess of cellular reception.

Think about it for a minute…

Will you really care that you can download a blockbuster movie to your
phone in four seconds if every phone call you make gets scrambled by
nearby interference?

Of course you won’t.

So the company developed a genius solution to this problem…

They call it beamforming and it’s one of the most important 5G technologies
in the world today.



Instead of using the 4G method of spraying signals in all directions at once
and hoping each one finds the right user’s smartphone…

5G beamforming tracks the exact location of each connected device and
sends a laser-focused “beam” of data directly to it…

Even when the user is moving.

Beamforming technology is also smart enough to identify obstacles like trees,
buildings, or cars when they’re in the way…

Then bounce 5G signals off nearby structures so they find the device they
need to reach.



Also by concentrating and focusing mmWaves, beamforming technology
makes 5G signals stronger.

Meaning they have fewer problems penetrating walls, trees, and
precipitation.

This really is some next-level, futuristic technology we’re dealing with here.

And this $5 company is at the forefront.

It knows these technologies have the potential to make 5G a reality so they’ve
been busy pumping beamforming antennas and other related components
out of their factories as fast as they possibly can.

And telecommunications companies are practically lining up to buy them…
much like Apple customers on the morning of a new iPhone release.

In just a minute, I’ll show you how to get a special report I’ve prepared on this
$5 hidden gem.

The information in this report could help you turn $5,000 into $117,385 or
more over the next 12 months.

And you can have it… absolutely free.

But first, let me show you why I’m dead certain these kinds of returns are
going to happen…



Patent Licensing Will Generate Billions
The company owns more than 1,000 5G technology patents.

This means every time a smartphone manufacturer builds a 5G phone, it
owes the company a licensing fee.

My research shows this fee could be as much as $3.50 for every 5G
smartphone sold anywhere in the world.

A recent study showed the number of 4G phones in use globally in 2018 was
close to 921,000.

If expert estimates are even in the ballpark, as many as 1.9 billion 5G
smartphones will ship between now and 2023.

This means companies like Samsung, Apple, LG, Motorola… even foreign
phone manufacturers like Huawei… will owe the company a licensing fee for
every last one of those 1.9 billion phones.

At $3.50 per phone, the $5 company stands to generate as much as $6.65
billion… just from licensing fees.

Yes… that’s Billion… with a ‘B.’

And patent licensing is all profit. The company doesn’t need to design, build,
or sell anything new.

It gets paid years into the future for work it’s done in the past.

Patent licensing forms a kind of fortress wall around the company…

A wall built of solid granite and covered top to bottom in razorblade barbed
wire…

Designed to lock competitors out and keep money flowing in.

Patent licensing is almost like turning on a money tap and filling buckets with
cash… every day of the year.

And with $6.65 billion pouring through the pipes, the company earns $4.6
million dollars a day… for doing literally nothing!



For a moment, just imagine
what a $6.65 billion patent
licensing jackpot can mean for
a $5 stock.

It could easily soar 5x… 10x…
20x… maybe even 100x.

Meaning a modest $10,000
stake could put add as much as
$1 million to your investment
account.

But a $6.6 billion patent windfall isn’t
all this $5 company has on the

horizon…
Today, you can buy the company’s stock at very close to $5 a share.

And so far, the company’s name hasn’t been plastered over the evening
news.

But that doesn’t mean they’re unknown within the 5G wireless industry.

Over the past few years, the company has developed a reputation as one of
the few companies who can actually make 5G technology work.

So as you might expect, cellular companies have been paying a lot of money
for the right to partner with them.

As of last count, the company has signed over 40 major contracts with
telecom companies and governments around the globe.

And since March 2019, they’ve closed an average of one major contract each
week.

Plus, they have a steady stream of potential customers in negotiation… many
of which could turn into billion-dollar contracts.

So far, they’ve signed deals with companies in Europe, South America, Asia,
the Middle East, Africa, and North America… including contracts with four



top-tier U.S. cellular carriers.

While the dollar value of these contracts isn’t public knowledge, my sources
indicate one of them is a multi-year deal worth $3.5 billion.

Even if the other 39+ contracts are worth only 20% of that amount, the
company could secure as much as $31 billion in new revenue over the
next few years.

And as fantastic as the revenue growth outlook is for this $5 stock, there are
two recent events—both involving the Trump White House—that will
likely result in the company locking down even more business than
anticipated.

Here’s the first one…

The President Wants 5G Rolled Out
ASAP

Even President Trump is publicly demanding the new technology be
implemented in the U.S. as soon as humanly possible.

Earlier this year, he tweeted…

When the “Leader of the Free World” voices an opinion this forcefully, I expect
every telecom company in the country to fall into line and double down on
their 5G efforts.



Rather than wasting time trying to fix 5G’s flaws themselves, I predict they’ll
rush to find a partner—like the $5 company—who can get them up and
running as quickly as possible.

But “tweets” aren’t the only way the White House is helping the $5 company
because…

Trump Has Banned Their Biggest
Competitor

Earlier this year, President Trump banned Chinese 5G giant Huawei from
selling phones and other communications products in America.

As a direct result, Australia, New Zealand, and Japan have either restricted or
completely banned the use of Huawei products. Several other countries
could follow suit in the coming months.

This means even more business will flow into this $5 juggernaut’s pockets.

One thing is clear…
The global 5G rollout is barreling toward us like a freight train.

And with the company signing billion-dollar contracts in dozens of countries
around the globe, it won’t be long before Wall Street catches wind of its
momentum.

When that happens, you can say goodbye to its $5 stock price.

Where it goes from there is anyone’s guess.

If it hits $100 a share… a $5,000 stake could turn into $100,000.

When it reaches $250, that same $5,000 could add $250,000 to your
account.

An extra $250,000 could let you…

Become debt-free for the first time in years…

Put an addition on your home…



Or walk into a dealership and buy a new Cadillac without a second thought.

And the stock price could go much higher than $250.

What makes me so sure?

Well, imagine buying stock in an oil
company a few months before Ford
released the Model T.

Or loading up on electric utility shares
just as the lightbulb was introduced.

And think about buying stock in a steel
manufacturer right around the time
the Transcontinental Railway was being
built.

During those periods, a small number
of everyday investors caught these
waves at just the right time…

And created generational wealth for
themselves and their families…

The kind of wealth that’s sending their great-great-grandchildren to Ivy
League colleges 100 years later.

But the opportunity you have today is even bigger.

And there hasn’t been a better time in history for YOU to reap the rewards.

Right now, in cities around the world, wireless companies are beginning to
install 5G beamforming antennas on lamp posts, utility poles, and building
rooftops.

Many of them are running small customer trials to work out technical snags
before starting country-wide installations.

At this moment, the global 5G rollout is just getting off the ground.

It’s a lot like an arrow in skilled archer’s bow… building force and potential
with every inch she draws the arrow back.



When the archer releases,
momentum will take over.

The arrow will fly out into
the world with
unstoppable force.

Once the 5G rollout is in
flight, companies and
governments around the
world will flood the $5
company with orders for tens of millions of beamforming antennas…

Billions in patent licensing fees will pour in…

Sending its stock price into the stratosphere.

Investors who act today can sit back and enjoy the ride…

Knowing they bought stock before the frenzy.

Those who wait?

They’ll be on the sidelines wondering how much different their lives would
have been if only they’d bought in at $5 a share.

Snagging this $5 gem today is like buying Microsoft stock in 1986…

When NO ONE could predict the impact personal computers would have on
the world.



But 5G will be bigger.

It’s like buying Cisco stock in 1990…

When NO ONE had a clue how the Internet would change the world forever.

But 5G will be bigger.

It’s like buying Netflix stock in 2002…



Back when you were driving to the DVD rental store in the rain and paying
late fees whenever you missed our return deadline by 30 minutes…

And NO ONE could imagine being able to “stream” any television show or
movie you wanted to watch… anytime of day… on any device.

But 5G will be bigger.

Your Financial Future Starts Right Now
A year from now, you can look back on today as…

The anniversary of the most important financial decision of your life…

One that lifted you and your family to a level of wealth you’d only ever
dreamed of.

Or…

You can look back on today as another missed opportunity.

A day when you “could have” changed your financial future but…

You let it pass you by.



This opportunity won’t be repeated in our lifetime.

You’ll need to act quickly or it will disappear forever.

So to help you get started right away…

I’ve prepared an exclusive report I’d like to send you
absolutely free.

It’s called…

The 5G Fix: How To Profit From The $5 Stock That
Fixes 5G’s Fatal Flaw

Inside, you’ll discover everything you need to take
advantage of the once-in-a-lifetime 5G opportunity,
including:

Details of the shocking “next-generation” technology flaw, the
opportunity it’s created for any company who can fix it, and how
the $5 company’s suite of products and services have placed it
in pole position to reap tens of billions in new revenue during
the global 5G rollout.

The brand-new technology (developed deep within the
company’s research laboratory) at the core of the “5G Fix” that
allows up to 128 miniature 5G antennas to fit inside a box not



much bigger than a milk carton. (This one innovation alone could
be a trillion-dollar idea!)

How the size and complexity of the global 5G rollout will create
more demand for the company’s products (and for a longer
period of time) than ever before in history. (Early investors could
ride gains well into the next decade… maybe longer.)

How the company’s range of products and services make it one
of the few vendors on the planet who can provide end-to-end
5G solutions. (Making it likely they’ll secure more contracts for
bigger dollar amounts than any of their competitors.)

Plus… How a recent shift in the company’s manufacturing focus
could skyrocket profit margins and earnings growth…
generating even faster stock price increases!

As you’ve seen, this company is at the epicenter of the 5G revolution.

It has innovative technologies, like beamforming, that every communications
company in the world needs in order to overcome many of 5G’s technical
flaws.

It has patents that all but guarantee a cash windfall of up to $6.65 billion in
the next four years… all for work it’s done in the past.

Its already secured over 40 contracts with companies and governments
around the globe—including four major U.S. cellular providers—setting them
up for as much as $31 billion in new sales.

Its number one competitor is out of the running here in the U.S. and in a
growing number of countries around the globe… opening the potential for
hundreds of additional billion-dollar deals.

And President Trump is actively pushing all U.S. companies to “step up” their
5G efforts.

To say this $5 company is the most important participant in the global 5G
rollout is an understatement.

I’d go so far as to say, without them… 5G could be 10 years away. Maybe
more.



The 5G Fix: How To Profit From The $5 Stock That Fixes 5G’s Fatal Flaw
contains exact instructions on how to claim your stake in the $12 trillion
opportunity 5G is creating.

If I were selling this report, I’d have to charge at least $79.

After all, precise instructions on how to potentially add hundreds of
thousands to your investment account is easily worth $79.

In fact, it’s worth many times that amount.

But today, I’d like to send you this report absolutely free.

You see, one of my greatest pleasures in life is helping people become
wealthy.

And when I uncover an opportunity of this magnitude…

I want to share it with as many people as possible.

After all, at $12 trillion… 5G will generate wealth for millions of people.

And to claim your stake, you only have to make one simple decision today…

And accept this free report.

But before I show you how to do that, there are
two bonuses I’d like to send you.

BONUS REPORT #1: Secret Highway All-Stars:
Five Plays That Will Make Early 5G Investors
MILLIONS (Value $59)

Inside, I reveal five first-rate companies
positioned to rake in billions in new business
from the coming 5G tsunami, including:

A high-tech trailblazer who could see customers upgrade as
many as one billion devices to new 5G versions within the next
24 months… generating as much as $600 billion in revenue
and sending its stock into orbit.



One semiconductor company who currently enjoys a 70%
market share and is the only manufacturer of the
proprietary processing chips used in one of the world’s most
popular smartphones.

An under-the-radar “specialty chemical” company who
manufactures components used in every smartphone, tablet,
and electric car made anywhere in the world. Even a small
stake in this one could skyrocket as 5G ushers in the era of self-
driving cars.

BONUS REPORT #2: Why Security Stocks Will Reap
Big Profits in 2019 (Value $59)

Over the next decade, 5G is likely to generate up to
1,000 times more data than 4G.

And more data means more opportunities for
hackers and cyberterrorists to steal identities,
influence elections, and sabotage our
infrastructure.

In this report, I reveal my two top defense and security picks in a $200 billion
industry that’s growing every year.

Your 5G Fix report and two bonus reports have a combined value of $197.

But I want to send you all three today as my free gift to you.

All I ask is that you accept a risk-free trial membership in my premier
investment advisory.

It’s called…

The Complete Investor

And I’m opening the doors for you to join, today.

I have a single goal with The Complete Investor and it’s one I take very
seriously…

To help you become wealthy.



I’m not satisfied delivering mediocre returns that just barely beat the market.

Instead, The Complete Investor is designed to present you with opportunities
to generate life-changing fortunes…

Just like the ones you’ll discover inside the three reports you’ll receive today:

The 5G Fix: How To Profit From The $5 Stock That Fixes 5G’s
Fatal Flaw (Value $79)

Secret Highway All-Stars: Five Plays That Will Make Early 5G
Investors MILLIONS (Value $59)

Why Security Stocks Will Reap Big Profits in 2019 (Value $59)

But I want to make one point perfectly clear…

As excited as I am about 5G right now, The Complete Investor is not a 5G-
only advisory.

In fact, it’s not just a technology stock advisory either.

I analyze the economy, the markets, and individual stocks day in and day out.

And I work tirelessly to bring members the very best stock picks in the
market… no matter what industry they’re in.

In the last two years alone, The Complete Investor has delivered members 27
double and triple-digit trade opportunities.

Here are a few highlights…

158% on Amazon (AMZN)…



206% on Microsoft (MSFT)…

370% on Alexion Pharmaceuticals (ALXN)…



126% on CVS Health (CVS)…

152% on Thermo Fischer Scientific (TMO)…



245% on Biogen (BIIB)…

And 161% on Bioverativ (BIVV)…



If you’d invested as little as $5,000 in each of these opportunities, today you’d
be sitting on $105,895 for an all-in return of 203%.

I often receive letters and emails from people all around the country who’ve
followed my recommendations and are eager to share their results.

They include people like Ken K. from Eagle, Idaho, who writes:



There’s Amelie G. of Ann Arbor, Michigan who had this to say:

And Kevin S. from Los Angeles, California who shared:

Donald G. from Schenectady, New York, who shared:



There’s Ted P. from Bremerton, Washington, who wrote:

Then there’s Andy L. of Vista, California:

And Gary J. from Bloomington, Minnesota, who shared this:

And today, I want to offer YOU the opportunity to join these folks and
thousands of other members who benefit from the research and



recommendations I publish each and every month inside The Complete
Investor.

It all starts with the one $5 technology company
that holds the keys to making 5G a reality.

5G will add over $12 trillion to the global economy.

And the company at the center of it all could
become the biggest technology stock of all time.

Bigger than Facebook.

Bigger than Google.

Bigger than Amazon.

Right now, you can get in on the ground floor for very close to $5 a share.

But you must act quickly.

Because as of today…

I Can Only Accept 500 387 New
Members



If you want to take advantage of this once-in-a-lifetime 5G opportunity, you
need to act right away.

I have a limited number of membership spots remaining and I expect them to
disappear quickly.

The moment you join The Complete Investor, you’ll get instant access to:

The 5G Fix: How To Profit From The $5 Stock That Fixes 5G’s
Fatal Flaw (Value $79)

Secret Highway All-Stars: Five Plays That Will Make Early 5G
Investors MILLIONS (Value $59)

Why Security Stocks Will Reap Big Profits in 2019 (Value $59)

But these incredible, life-changing opportunities are just the tip of the iceberg
because…

You’ll also receive instant access to my entire portfolio of open trades I’m
tracking in the following sectors:

Each month, you’ll receive the latest issue of The Complete Investor
containing new outstanding profit opportunities.

You’ll also receive Intra-DayFLASH Alerts any time I uncover an urgent BUY
opportunity or when my research indicates it’s time to take profits on an
open trade. You’ll never wonder what to do or when to do it… I’ll be with you
every step of the way.



With your membership, you’ll also receive:

Weekly Update Emails — containing important news affecting
the economy, the market, or our portfolio positions.

Confidential Members-Only Website — this secure,
password-protected membership site is where you’ll have 24/7
access to all past issues of The Complete Investor, FLASH Alert
histories, portfolio summaries, special reports, and bonuses,
and have daily opportunities to interact directly with me and my
analysts in our private Stock Talk forum.

VIP Concierge Hotline — where a real live human is available
whenever you have a question or concern you need handled
right away.

As you can see, The Complete Investor is the full package.

Becoming a member means you have an expert analyst with 30+ years of
experience doing the heavy lifting for you…

Providing all the research, communication, and support you need to create
the financial future you’ve dreamed about.

All that remains is for you to follow my monthly recommendations…



Make a quick call to your broker…

Or tap a few keystrokes inside your online brokerage account…

And you’re done.

The profits will take care of themselves.

With everything you receive as a The Complete Investor member…

You might expect membership to cost thousands of dollars.

However…

Our regular price is $129 a year.

Given that you’ll receive a minimum of 12 opportunities to generate double
or triple-digit returns each year…

And a single recommendation could cover your annual membership fee 10
times over…

I think you’ll agree… $129 is a fair price.

However, through today’s special offer—and only until the remaining
membership spots are taken—you won’t pay anywhere near that amount.

I’ve arranged for a steep discount I know you’ll love.

You’ll have to click the link below to get details.

On the next page, you’ll also discover your membership is covered by two
100% money-back guarantees. So you can join today with zero risk.

The Next Move Is Yours
5G is about to become the biggest technology evolution in the history of
mankind.

There are trillions of dollars and tens of millions of jobs on the line…



And a company with a minuscule $5 stock price holds the key to making it all
become a reality.

Right now, you can choose to walk away and forget everything you’ve read
here today, or…

You can join The Complete Investor and claim your share of the $12 trillion
jackpot that’s coming.

Make no mistake… a lot of people will get incredibly wealthy from the rollout
of 5G.

The only question is…

Will you be one of them?

I have only 500 387 membership spots remaining today, and I don’t expect
them to last much longer.

So if securing your financial future is important to you…

Click the link below and join The Complete Investor, while there’s still time.

I hope to welcome you as a new member soon.

Thank you,

Dr. Stephen Leeb
Chief Investment Strategist
The Complete Investor
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